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Timing of Sexual Initiation and Suicidal Ideation among 
Adolescents in South Korea

Abstract
The age of teenagers' sexual inception is diminishing around the world. Early sexual commencement has been accounted for to influence social, physical, and psychological 
well-being, however little is had some significant awareness of the connection between the planning of sexual inception and self-destructive ideation. This study was 
intended to distinguish the relationship between the planning of sexual inception and self-destructive ideation by orientation. This cross-sectional review utilized information 
from South Korea's Youth Health Behavior Online Survey for 2016. Information on 1st to twelfth grade understudies (N=10,810) were dissected utilizing expressive insights, 
χ2 tests, and various leveled calculated relapse. The outcomes uncovered a huge connection between early sexual inception and self-destructive ideation among both 
young men and young ladies. This relationship stayed critical subsequent to controlling for bewildering factors that are known to influence self-destructive ideation, including 
apparent pressure, sadness, school grades, and sociodemographic qualities. The gamble of self-destructive ideation was higher among understudies who first experienced 
sex in quite a while (before the 10th grade) and was likewise higher in young ladies than in young men. Wellbeing suppliers ought to know about the possibly higher gamble 
of self-destructive way of behaving among young people after early sexual commencement. Given the outrageous responsiveness and weakness of this target populace, 
a multidisciplinary the everyday schedule based intercession program to advance the psychological wellness of impacted people and the overall understudy populace is 
justified.
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Introduction

The Youth Health Behavior Online Survey (YHBOS) directed yearly by 
the South Korean government revealed an expansion in the predominance of 
physically dynamic teenagers from 5.3% in 2010 to 5.9% in 2019. Additionally, 
the mean period of sexual commencement in the nation stayed low (13.6 years) 
in 2018. This peculiarity isn't restricted to South Korea. Early commencement 
of sex is a significant general medical condition around the world. Mirroring this 
pattern, research on early sexual commencement has expanded altogether 
as of late. Existing examinations have been centered essentially around 
recognizing the reasons for early sexual commencement by exploring the 
relationship between early sexual beginning and dangerous sexual/issue ways 
of behaving. The social, physical, and emotional wellness results of taking 
part in early sex have additionally been explored. Past confronting minor 
difficulties, young people who start sex at an early age frequently experience 
more extreme issues like physically sent sicknesses, pelvic provocative 
infection, cervical malignant growth, accidental pregnancy, despondency, and 
posttraumatic stress jumble [1-5].

Simultaneously, formative scholars place that youth sexual maltreatment 
meddles significantly with formative assignments during that period, to be 
specific, the foundation of the self-other relationship and self-mix, and they 
have recommended that youth sexual maltreatment meaningfully affects 
casualties' healthy identity and social working, reflected in side effects of 
separation and in challenges with influence guideline and drive control. 
Furthermore, the connection between constrained sex and self-destruction has 
been analyzed in a few examinations finding that young ladies who experience 
sexual maltreatment are bound to consider and endeavor self-destruction than 
their non-physically manhandled partners. Ladies who have been physically 

attacked in both youth and adulthood are bound to have endeavored self-
destruction than ladies who were physically attacked exclusively in adulthood. 
Moreover, arising proof demonstrates that sexual way of behaving might be 
related with self-destruction, especially among early young people. H. J. Lee 
and Lee saw that as, among socially different young people matured 12-17 
years, the individuals who had taken part in sex confronted 1.72-overlay higher 
chances of self-destructive ideation, 2.24-overlap higher chances of having a 
self-destruction plan, and 2.71-crease higher chances of having endeavored 
self-destruction contrasted and the people who had not. In a new report that 
incorporated a huge example (N=116,820) of people matured 12-15 years 
from 38 nations, a positive affiliation was tracked down between sex and self-
destructive endeavors in 32 nations, with a pooled chances proportion (OR) of 
2.12. Besides, in another review, grown-ups who previously had sex at 12-14 
years of age were viewed as bound to have various psychological well-being 
issues than the people who originally had sex at 15-17 years of age. The above 
discoveries highlight a relationship among self-destruction and the planning 
of sexual commencement. Hence, early sexual initiators are estimated in this 
review to be at a higher gamble of detailing self-destructive ideation. Albeit 
in South Korean culture, which accentuates celibacy before marriage, early 
sexual commencement may fundamentally build the gamble of self-destructive 
ideation in youth, this issue has been deficiently tended to in the writing [6,7].

Self-destructive ideation and real self-destruction endeavors present a 
complicated, multi-layered peculiarity. To decide the free relationship between 
the planning of sexual inception and self-destructive ideation, potential 
confounders should initially be recognized and controlled. Stress, school 
execution, and sadness have been recognized in past exploration as variables 
related with self-destructive conduct in teenagers and may influence self-
destructive ideation. The reason for this review was to examine the relationship 
between the planning of sexual commencement and self-destructive ideation in 
the wake of controlling for conceivable bewildering factors (sociodemographic 
attributes, saw pressure, school execution, and sadness).

Public level information gathered through the YHBOS (an unknown self-
detailed electronic overview of seventh twelfth graders in South Korea) were 
utilized in this review. This overview is directed every year by the KCDC to 
distinguish youths' wellbeing related ways of behaving. The information utilized 
in this study were from the 2016 YHBOS. The study applied a defined, three-
stage bunching plan. The main stage included 229 urban communities and 
locale with comparative segment attributes as far as quantities of schools 
and occupants and the business rate generally and in the cultivating, mining, 
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and administration ventures. In the subsequent stage, schools were chosen 
from these 229 urban communities and regions. In the last stage, one class 
was arbitrarily chosen from each grade at each chosen school. Generally, the 
overview inspected 67,983 understudies from 800 schools (400 center schools 
and 400 secondary schools) cross country during the objective year (2016). 
Eventually, 65,528 understudies from 798 schools took part (reaction rate = 
96.4%). For this review, just the information from 10,884 twelfth graders were 
analyzed to guarantee homogeneity among the members as far as limiting the 
puzzling impacts of sociodemographic qualities on the reliant variable [8-10].

Information were taken from the organized poll in the 2016 YHBOS. Self-
destructive ideation, the reliant variable in this review, was characterized by the 
reaction (yes or no) to the inquiry "Have you at any point truly considered ending 
it all inside the beyond a year?" The planning of sexual commencement, the 
free factor, was characterized by the reaction to the inquiry "At what grade level 
(first twelfth grade) did you initially have sex?" Confounding factors connected 
with self-destructive ideation, distinguished from past examinations, included 
sociodemographic qualities (i.e., living with family, financial status, local 
location, school type, and blended orientation school) and frustrating factors 
(saw pressure, sadness, and school execution). With respect to apparent 
pressure, everyday pressure was estimated utilizing a 5-point scale going from 
1 = no pressure by any means to 5 = extreme pressure. For this review, we 
sorted a score of 3 or higher as "under pressure" and a score of 2 or beneath 
as "no pressure." Hopelessness was estimated utilizing the reaction (yes or 
no) to the inquiry "Have you at any point felt irredeemable so much that you 
halted your regular exercises completely for a very long time inside the beyond 
a year?" Finally, school execution was estimated utilizing the reaction (high, 
medium, or low) to the inquiry "How has your school execution been for the 
beyond a year?"

The factual examinations in this study were performed utilizing IBM 
SPSS Statistics 24.0 (IBM Inc., Armonk, NY, USA). Examinations were led 
independently by orientation. Additionally, frequencies of the members' 
sociodemographic attributes were accounted for by orientation. Chi-square 
tests were utilized to look at the distinctions in self-destructive ideation across 
sociodemographic qualities by orientation. Contrasts in concentrate on factors 
among young men and young ladies were dissected utilizing chi-square 
tests. At long last, the relationship between the planning of sexual inception 
and self-destructive ideation by orientation was broke down utilizing various 
leveled calculated relapse. To stay away from any chance of puzzling impacts 
related with self-destructive ideation, three-step calculated relapse models 
were utilized. In Model 0, the bivariate relationship between the planning of 
sexual commencement and self-destructive ideation was dissected without 
controlling for any puzzling factors. In Model 1, the affiliation was dissected in 
the wake of controlling for sociodemographic factors that displayed genuinely 
tremendous contrasts (p<0.05) for self-destructive ideation. In Model 2, the 
affiliation was dissected after further controlling for sadness, saw pressure, 
and school execution.

Conclusion

This study was restricted by the design of the YHBOS, which utilizes 
self-report, single-thing measures, with negligible data gave in regards to 
concentrate on factors. All in all, every variable (i.e., self-destructive ideation, 
saw pressure, and sadness) was estimated utilizing a solitary thing as opposed 
to a various thing scale. This might present unwavering quality and legitimacy 
issues.
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